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Foreword

The authors have endeavored to provide a dispassionate analysis of the evolution of consumerism in the healthcare arena. To
illustrate points and give the reader a “ground-level” feel for the
impact of developments on the personal lives of real patients,
they have interwoven stories from their own experiences in the
trenches as practicing physicians into the fabric of the larger discussion. This book is a labor of love. The authors spent countless
hours researching available literature and gleaned information
from writings, comments, and postings from a rich variety of
sources, ranging from academia to business and industry leaders, consultants, and experts, as well as social commentators
and ordinary people, including those most affected by the topic
under discussion: the patients-consumers and their providers.
Throughout, the authors have striven to be impartial and objective, but they have also endeavored to provide the reader with
their own perspectives or interpretation of the facts, as viewed
through the prism of practitioners well acquainted with direct
patient care and firmly in the middle of the consumerism phenomenon in the making in healthcare. While this tour is not
intended to be an exhaustive account of consumerism, both as
a standalone phenomenon of our times and in the way it has
permeated practically every industry, hopefully readers will find
themselves fascinated or at least intrigued by the way this has
evolved in healthcare and by the obvious lessons that have inevivii
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tably been learned along the way. Should this prove to be the
case, then the objective in this literary endeavor will have been
amply achieved.
—Chris Oti
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Chapter 1
Introduction

What Is Consumerism?
Consumerism is a phenomenon with a history stretching as far
back as the Industrial Revolution. However, it seems to have
gathered more momentum and attention in the twentieth century, particularly in the 1960s when President John F. Kennedy
suggested six basic consumer rights: choice, safety, courteous and
respectful service, being heard, information about product and
service characteristics, and education about consumer concerns.
Consumerism has been defined based on perception, without yet
a universally agreed-upon or accepted definition. In other words,
it is a concept whose description has been very much colored by
the viewpoint of the observer. It has been viewed in both good
and bad light and appears to have the ability to evoke some rather
extreme positions, with many varieties in between. Some definitions have included: the belief that it is good for people to spend
a lot of money on goods and services; the actions of people who
spend a lot of money on goods and services; the promotion of the
consumer’s interests; the theory that an increasing consumption
of goods is economically desirable; and a preoccupation with and
an inclination toward the buying of consumer goods.
Others have called it “a modern movement for the protection of the consumer against useless, inferior, or dangerous
products, misleading advertising, and unfair pricing.”i Consum1
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erism has been described as “a pastime” by some, while others
equate it with “bringing the mall home.” Some have even gone
a step further to call consumerism “shopaholism,” an analogy
to the debilitating medical condition of alcoholism. There is no
better way to illustrate the extreme views on what consumerism
is than this medical definition. That consumerism is an addiction like a drug or pathological gambling would scare the hell
out of anybody.
There are organizations that push different agendas as far as
consumerism is concerned. These include “green” consumerism
organizations and anti-consumerism organizations like the Buy
Nothing Day UK (www.buynothingday.co.uk), The Church
of Stop Shopping (www.revbilly.com), and the Campaign for
Commercial-Free Childhood (www.commercialfreechildhood.org). The Institute for Healthcare Consumerism (www.
theihcc.com) bills itself as “the only multiplatform, collaborative environment focused exclusively on innovative health and
benefit management.” Various stakeholders perceive consumerism through different prisms and with different interests in
mind. The question is how would the authors define it, given
this understanding? Admittedly, as will become increasingly
apparent, we have chosen the view that health consumerism is
inevitable; hence our decision to embrace it as a necessary, if not
positive force. In their book, The New Health Age, David Houle
and Jonathan Fleece suggest that “. . . Change is coming. The
speed of this change is accelerating.” We could not agree with
them more! We still think a logical or neutral definition of consumerism should not be too far from that of the known entity:
the consumer.
The literal definition of a consumer, which is universally
accepted, is a person who buys and utilizes things, whether
goods or services. Economists would therefore relate consum2
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erism to economic growth; people consume more and more
products, thereby stimulating more production, leading to even
more consumption as businesses seek to dispose of more of these
goods. The gross domestic or national product is thus linked to
the level of consumerism. This makes sense, as increased production without expenditure would be meaningless. However,
to moralists who view materialism as a vice, consumerism has a
different meaning.
When consumers spend based on wants versus needs, it is
undesirable to some. This materialistic sense of consumerism
will be viewed by those against rationing of commodities and
services as paternalistic. Moralists may be viewed as socialists
who prefer a society focused on redistributing goods, instead
of a few people accumulating wealth. There are groups that
promote consumer spending and therefore cringe at any hint of
curtailing of the same. To moralists, health issues like obesity
and diabetes mellitus are propagated by unrestrained consumerism. They point to the dramatic rise in obesity with the rise
in GDP. What they may not highlight is that life expectancy
and other health indicators have risen with economic development.
Health consumerism can thus be understood in this general context. Health services are considered the goods that
people consume. The needs-based approach would be the
traditional model, where healthcare providers respond to perceived patient needs, and consumers or patients can only utilize services when and if the services are deemed necessary. To
see a day when consumers would have a menu to choose from,
without a gatekeeper of some sort, is less conceivable in the
traditional needs-based or gatekeeper model. There are real
concerns about the level of understanding of ordinary consumers as pertains to the utilization of healthcare. Consumers
3
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may not be educated enough to know when they need to seek
a different form of medical help than that which they can avail
themselves; as a consequence, appropriate care may be delayed,
sometimes with potentially serious consequences. Let’s take
the example of a diabetic who can check blood sugars as well
as Hemoglobin A1c (a measure of blood glucose control) at
home. Provided the numbers are normal, why would he or she
need to see a doctor every three months? This is an oversimplification, of course, as care of the diabetic patient is multifaceted and often complex, involving other considerations,
such as routine eye and foot examinations, blood pressure
checks, and kidney and cholesterol tests. Given that the intent
of medical management is to maintain a normal physiological
state, one would assume that a normal physiological state—
such as when blood sugar is normal most, if not all the time—
would reduce concerns about potential complications related
to diabetes, and hence indicate less need for formal medical
checkups.
Those who advocate for liberal consumption of healthcare
would want to see more of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Retail clinics imitating urgent care centers, already
in existence at CVS, Walgreens, Rite Aid, and others
Drug kiosks, easily accessible to patients
Virtual medical clinics or services
Patient-centered homes
Liberalization of prescriptions (with restriction of
controlled substances)
Access to point-of-care tests
Patients having control of their own medical records
Commoditized health services
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•
•

More transparent outcome measurement
Transparent pricing of services

These fundamentals will reflect a more informed and empowered healthcare consumer society. Of course, there will be
applicable nuances and qualifications in meeting these conditions. There has to be an acknowledgement that consumers
are not healthcare experts, and there will be a learning curve
for each individual, in much the same way that machines
come with training manuals which have to be properly
applied before optimum performance can be expected. Currently, drugs come with information manuals regarding the
ingredients, potential side effects, and what to do in case of
adverse reactions. The same can be said of point-of-care tests
or other results. These should come with guidance notes that
help the consumer know what to do in case something unexpected happens.
Health consumerism is as much about utilization of health
services as it is about giving more autonomy and empowerment
to the consumer. Technological advances are already making
these endpoints a reality. Dissemination of knowledge online
is already creating a new breed of better-informed and more
engaged consumers. Online services like WebMD, Wikipedia,
and many others provide an avenue for research by the ordinary
consumer. Wearable devices or sensors help nudge consumers to
adopt more healthy lifestyles and habits. Couple this with social
platforms where consumers can share information, make referrals, and ask questions, and we have a convergence of information feeding into the healthcare consumerism revolution.
The proverbial horse has already bolted out of the barn,
but doubters of the power of health consumerism are not yet
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convinced that life will never be the same again in the new dispensation. That consumers can choose the services they want,
and not necessarily out of necessity, appears untenable to some.
There are those who will highlight the almost inevitable problems of abuse and overuse of services, capable of even potentially compromising the whole system. The same has been said
about consumerism in general. The truth is that every transformation has its pros and cons. Overall, empowering the healthcare consumer will be a positive, as has been the case in other
service arenas.
To clarify further, Wikipedia defines health consumerism as
“a movement that advocates patients’ involvement in their own
healthcare decisions. It is a movement from the ‘doctor says/
patient does’ model to a partnership model. Healthcare consumerism tries to encourage health information empowerment
and the transfer of knowledge so that patients can be informed
and therefore become more involved in the decision-making
process. It also attempts to promote public understanding of
basic organ function, the processes of chronic disease, and the
beginnings of how to best prevent these diseases.”ii This phenomenon has taken a rather convoluted path to its current state,
facilitated or hindered, depending on one’s political affiliation
and sense of optimism, as well as other considerations, by the
Affordable Care Act (ACA). It has progressed from traditional
outpatient care, punctuated by occasional forays into the inpatient environment for the majority of patients, to the concept
of patient-centered medical homes, EMR, and online medical
communities. Capitation, which is very germane to this process, has even come back in the guise of ACOs (Accountable
Care Organizations). The diagram below is helpful in providing
some perspective.
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